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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

RPR 1 4 1995 

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Bingaman, 

This letter responds to your continuing concerns and requests 
for the refined site survey results for the realignment of Kirtland Air 
Force Base, New Mexico. The present schedule of mqjor command 
validation and Base Closure Executive Group review will not 
provide the information you request until the first week in May. 
While I understand your desire to have this information in time for 
the local Commission hearing, the Air Force continues to believe the 
review process is essential to prevent misleading information from 
being released. 

To meet your needs for the hearing, however, it is appropriate 
to state that the Department of Energy has presented significant 
costs associated with the realignment, and that we have encountered 
additional costs associated with conversion of the security force at 
KUMSC due to Office of Safety and Health (OSHA) regulations that 
did not apply to unique military operations. Additionally, we 
continue to pursue opportunities to reduce the costs associated with 
relocation of the 58th Special Operations Wing, but have 
encountered greater costs associated with the recommended 
beddown at NoUoman AFB. We are also concerned that the number 
of active duty personnel who may be required to remain at Kirtland 
AFB will require certain base support activities. 



While these issues have been clearly identified, the specific 
amounts and. the aggregate impact of these elements will be the 
subject of the validation and review process. I assure you that the 
Air Force has no interest in pursuing an action that improperly 
diminishes security, reduces operational effectiveness, or that is not 
cost effective. We are giving careful attention to these issues as we 
complete our internal process, and will make the specific 
information ,available at the earliest possible time. 

I trust this information is useful. I have sent similar letters to 
Senator Domenici and Representative Schiff. 

Sincerely, 
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THE DE:FENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 
REBECCA COX 
GEN J. B. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, USN (RET) 

MEMORANDIJM FOR 377 ABWICC KlR'I"LAND Am NM MG JOSUE ROBLES. JR., USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

SUBJECT: DBCRC VISIT REQUEST 

This memorandum certifies the security clearances of the following commissioners and staff 
members of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, all of whom are U.S. citizens. 
These individuals will visit facilities indicated below according to the following itinerary: 

NAMEIS SN - SSN C L E A R A N O A T E  GRANTED/DOB 

ROBLES, JOSUE, JR, 279-40-3760 TOP SECRET115 MAR 95/24 JAN 46 

MONTOYA, BENJAMIN F. 561-54-5527 TOP SECRET121 MAR 95/24 MAY 35 

CREEDON, MADELXN R 307-52-6500 TOP SECRET120 NOV 90101 NOV 51 

2 14-42-5863 TOP SECRET128 SEP 92/12 JUL 43 

PROSS, MARK A. 404-84-3472 TOP SECRET121 AUG 91/06 NOV 54 

FACTLITY TO BE VISITED: KIRTLAND AFB NM 

PERSON TO BE CONTACTED: BRIG GEN CARLOS PEREZ 

PERIOD OF VISIT: ON OR ABOUT 18 APR 95 

PURPOSE OF VISIT: TO CONDUCT INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF MILITARY VALUE AS A 
PRELUDE T O  MAKING A BASE-CLOSURE RECOMMENDATION TO THE PRESIDENT. 

Please refer questions andlor requests for additional information concerning this visit to Col Wayne 
Purser, USAF, at  (703) 696-0504 or DSN 226-0504. This certifies that subject visitor(s) hold(s) the level 
of security clearance indicated above. 

PURSER, Colonel, USAF 





United state Senate 
WASHINGTON, DC 205 10 

April lo, 1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The enclosed letter was sent by the delegation to Brigadier 
General Carlo:; Perez of Kirtland Air Force Base to assist in the 
itinerary-development for the April 18 Base Closure and.. 
Realignment Commission site visit. The itinerary is only 
preliminary and we encourage you to make any additions you deem 
necessary. 

hkte v. Dornenici 
United States Senator 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 



WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

April 7, 1995 

Brigadier General Carlos Perez 
Commander, 377th Air Base Wing 
Kirtland AFB, NM 

Dear General Perez: 

In order to facilitate the site visit at Kirtland AFB planned 
for April 18, we are recommending the enclosed itinerary which we 
have developed with the Kirtland Retention Task Force. 

We believe that this itinerary will give the visiting 
Commissioners a sense- of the size of the base, the complexity of 
the research, testing and operational training carried out at the 
base by the De:partments of Defense and Energy, the security 
requirements £'or these activities. The site visit should also 
emphasize the .minimal existing facilities and limited acreage 
that will be available for reuse. 

We are also forwarding this itinerary to the Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission for their input. 

Sincerely, 

Pete V. Domenici 
United States Senator 

Enclosure 



PROPOSED ITINERARY 
KIRTLP,.?.?T AFB SITE VISIT 

APRIL 18, 1995 

INITIAL BRIEFING 

A) 377th briefing on Kirtlsnd AF3 and its tenznts as currently 
configured. 

B) 377th briefing on propcsed cantonment areas for DOE, Phillips 
Laboratory, 898th Munitions Squadron, and 150th Fighter Group 
ANG. Emphasize re-use arezs limited to family housing, some 
dormitories, commissary and 2X buildings. 

C )  DoE/Sandia presentation of requirements for safety/buffer 
zones and security under Air Force realignment proposal. DOE 
presentation of additional costs to DcE and of concerns regarding 
implications of AF plan for 3oE operations. 

D) Phillips Lab presentation of minimum required military 
presence at laboratory. 

E) Defense Nuclear Agency presentation of impact of leaving 
Kirtland to its mission. 

TOUR 

1. Tour Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Center (KUMSC). 
Briefing on 898th mission and security requirements. 

2. Drive Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute and nearby 
auxiliary fields; mention mission. 

3. Visit Starfire Optical Range/mission briefing. 

4. Coyote Canyon, including cable facility and Central Training 
Academy. 

5. Drive by Manzano Mountain Storage Complex and through Sandia 
National Laboratory tech area IV. 

6. Tour 58th Special Operations Wing, special emphasis on 
training simulators and mission briefing and cost estimate to 
move. 

7 .  Conclude tour at DOE Albuquerque operations for a round table 
discussion with heads of key tenant organizations. 





STATE: NM 

MAJOR COMMAND: AFMC 

UIC: MHMV 

INSTALLATION TYPE: Research/Helocopter Training Base 

RESOURCES: 9-H/M C130,S-TIH H53,5-H60, 18-Fl ti 

INSTALLATION MISSION: Research, Testing, SOF and Rescue Training 

MAJOR UNITS ASSIGNED: Phillips Laboratory and 58th SOW 

.AUTHORIZED MILITARY: 4,378 

AUTHORIZED CIVILIAN: 1 1,759 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 0 

F Y  93 OPERATING COSTS: $38,084,000 

METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA: Bernalillo County 

NEAREST CITY: Albuquerque 

TOTAL ACRES: 44,025 

RUNWAY LENGTH: 13775 

TOTAL BUILDING SQUARE FOOTAGE: 9.762.000 

HOSPITAL BEDS: - 7 - 5 

FAMILY HOUSING UNITS: 2.121 

UNACCOMPANIED OFFICER HOUSING UNITS: ( I  

UNACCOMPANIED ENLISTED HOUSING SPACES: 0 

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE - OFFICER: Cl47  

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE - ENLISTED: 

PER DIEM RATE: 

AREA COST FACTOR: 

PLANT REPLACEMENT VALUE: 

NATIONAL PRIORITY LIST SITE: No 

FY 93 ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE COSTS: 2,879,000 

ENVIR0NME:NTAL CONSIDERATIONS: Moderat -Non Attainment Area (Carbon Monoxide)- Applying for 
Maintenance Classification 

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT: 0 1 

LOCAL OFFICIAL: TBD 

GOVERNOR: Gary E. Johnson 



KIRTLAND AFB, NM BASE VISIT 
APRIL 18,1995 
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COMMISSION BASE VISIT 
KIRTLAND AFB, NM 
Tuesday, April 18,1995 

Benjamin Montoya 
Josue Robles 

ATTENDING; 
Frank Cirillo 
Madelyn Creedon 
Mark Pross 
Deirdre Nurre 

ITINERARY 

6:25AM ET Mark Pross departs DC National en route Albuquerque, NM (via Dallas): 
AA flight 733. 

10:OOAM MT Mark Pross arrives Albuquerque, NM fiom DC National (via Dallas): 
AA flight 1067. 
*Budget Rental Car Confirmation #5 1884840 
Phone (505) 768-5900 

5: 14PM ET Cornmissioner and staff depart DC National en route Albuquerque, NM: 
AA flight 1 123. 

Benjamin Montoya 
Frank Cirillo 
Madelyn Creedon 
Deirdre Nurre 

9:04PM MT Commissioner and staff arrive Albuquerque, NM fiom DC National: 
AA flight 1 123. 

Benjamin Montoya 
Frank Cirillo 
Madelyn Creedon 
Deirdre Nurre 

*Budget Rental Car confirmation #5 19523 9 1 (Nurre) 
Phone (505) 768-5900 



RON: Kirtland AFB Officer's Quarters 
Phone (505) 846-965319652 

Frank Cirillo 
Madelyn Creedon 
Deirdre Nurre 
Mark Pross 

Tuesday. A ~ r i l 1 8  

6: 14AM CT Joe Robles departs San Antonio, TX en route Albuquerque, NM (via Dallas): 
Delta flight 770 1. 

9:OOAM MT Joe Robles arrives Albuquerque, NM from San Antonio, TX (via Dallas): 
Delta flight 754. 
* Picked up at airport by Mark Pross. 

9:OOAM MT: Benjamin Montoya arrives Kirtland AFB (377th ABW Wing HQ) 
*Drives self from home. 

9:30AM to Working breakfastAunch and Kirtland AFB base visit. 
6:30PM MT 

5:30PM MT: Joe Robles departs Albuquerque, NM en route San Antonio, TX (via Houston) 

llYlY 
7:45PM MT ~ d s i o n e r  and staff depart Albuquerque, NM en route Dallas, TX: 

southwest flight 375. 
Benjamin Montoya 
Frank Cirillo 
Madelyn Creedon -- 

/--..-*" - - - 
9:53PM CT: Joe' R h e - ~  'orno,-fiom Albuquerque, NM (via Houston) 

RON: Kirtland AFB Officer's Quarters 
Phone (505)846-965219653 

Deirdre Nurre 
Mark Pross 

Thursdav. April 20 

4:35PM MT Commission staff departs Albuquerque, NM en route DC National and 
Was hington-Dulles. 
AA :flight 754. 

Deirdre Nurre 
Mark Pross 

1 1 :39PM ET Mark Pross arrives Washington-Dulles from Albuquerque, NM (via Dallas): 
AA flight 1498. 

2 



1 1 :54PM ET Deirdre Nurre anives DC National fiom Albuquerque, NM (via Dallas): 
AA ilight 834. 

w 
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DRAFT 

DEFENSE: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

SUMMARY SHEET 

TLAND AIR FORCE BASE. NEW MEXICO 

INSTALLATION MISSION 

Kirtland Air Force Base is an Air Force Materiel Command Base. It is the home of the Phillips 
Laboratory, 58th Special Operations Wing (WMC-130, HH-60, UH- 1, and T/MH-53), 150th 
Fighter Group (1 8 F-l(SC/D and 1 C-26B), AFOTEC, Air Force Inspection Agency, Air Force 
Safety Agency, Air Force Security Police Agency, Field Command (Defense Nuclear Agency), 
and 377th Air Base Wing. Sandia National Laboratory is also located on Kirtland AFB. 

DOD l2ECOMMENI)ATION: Realign Kirtland Air Force Base. 

58th SOW will relocate to Holloman AFB. 
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center will relocate to Eglin AFB. 
AF Office of Seculity Police will relocate to Lackland AFB. 
AF Inspection Agency will move to Kelly AFB. 
AF Safety Agency will relocate to Kelly AFB. 
Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) will move Field Command activities to Kelly AFB. 
DNA will move High Explosive Testing to Nellis AFB. 
DNA's Radiation Simulator activities will remain in-place. 
Phillips Laboratory will remain in a cantonment area. 
898th Munitions Squadron will remain in-place. 
AFRES and ANG activities will remain in-place. 
Air Force medical (activities in the VA Hospital will terminate. 
Sandia National Laboratory will be remain in-place. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 

Kirtland AFB rated low relative to other bases in the Laboratory and Product Center 
subcategory. 
Because the Laboratory Joint Cross-Service Group rated Phillips Laboratory a high 
functional value, the Air Force is recommending it remain in a cantonment area. 
High Net Present Value -- $467M Savings. 

DRAFT 



DRAFT 

COST CONSIDERATION DEVELOPED BY DOD 

One-Time Costs: $274.6M 
Net Costs During Implementation: $155.9M 
Annual Recurring Savings: $62.OM 
Return on Investment Year: Three Years 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $467.1 M 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RECOMMENDATION (EXCLUDES 
CONTRACTORS) 

k.hhxY C i v i b  Students 

Baseline 3,965 12,694 0 

Reductions 905 470 
Realignments 2,98 1 2,032 
Total 3,886* 2,502 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF ALL RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING THIS 
INSTALLATION (INCLUDES ON-BASE CONTRACTORS AND STUDENTS) 

Out In Net Gain (Loss) 
Mil rn G Y  Mil w 

* The Air Force is converting 670 military authorizations to civilian ones as a force structure 
change not related to the base closure process. These slots are not included as part of the 
COBRA numbers, but are included as personnel changes for Kirtland AFB. 

ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

DoD Report states environmental impact is minimal, and ongoing restoration of Kirtland 
AFB will continue. 

REPRESENTATION 

Senators: Pete V. Domenici 
Jeff Bingaman 

Representative: Steve Schiff 
Governlor: Gary Johnson 

DRAFT 



DRAFT 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 11,916 jobs (6,850 direct and 5066 indirect ) 
Bernalillio County MSA Job Base: 327,209 
Percentage: 3.6 percent decrease 
Cumulative Economic Impact (1 994-200 1): 3.6 percent decrease 

MILITARY ISSUES 

Phillips Laboratory: 
- Leadership at Phlllips Laboratory is reviewing the manpower requirements for AF 
military personnel that need to remain at Kirtland after the realignment. 
- Operational concept of Phillips Laboratory activities and support after the realignment 
is unclear. 
- There is corlcern about the status of the manning for Space and Missile Systems Center 
Test and Evaluation Directorate. 

58thSOW: 
- New location for the 58th at Holloman AFB is undetermined. 
- There is a potential concern that there will be a lack of adequate helicopter landing sites 
for training. 
- It is estimated that the simulators will be "down" approximately one year in order to 
move. 

Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency: 
- Field Comn~and leadership can perform its mission from Kelly, but feel synergy 
between them and the Sandia Lab will be lost. 
- It appears the Interservice Nuclear Weapon School (INWS) will not be able to relocate 
to Kelly AFB as planned because of its requirement to use nuclear material. 
- DNA is considering placing Technical On-Site Inspection (TOSI) facility (27 acres) in 
a cantonment area rather than relocating. 

Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Center (KUMSC): 
- AF is consitlering completely civilianizing the activities or leaving a small military 
contingent to direct the activities. 
- Either selection may result in an increase in expected operating costs and increased 
safety concerns. 

Air Force Security Police Agency (AFSPA): 
- Initial indici3tions are that the pre-planned site at Lackland AFB for AFSPA may be 
unavailable, and that the AF may have to build facilities for it 

DRAFT 



DRAFT 

Sandia Laboratory 
- Sandia leadership is concerned that its mission may be negatively impacted by Kirtland 
realignment. 
- Air Force did not calculate the additional operating costs to DOEISandia Laboratory for 
a Kirtland realignment. 
- March 28, 1'395, DOE'S Albuquerque Office forwarded its estimate of the costs to DOE 
if the DoD proposal to realign Kirtland AFB is enacted. It estimates a one-time cost of 
$64.1M and an annual incremental increase in costs of $30.6M. 
- Adding these costs to the DoD proposal changes the COBRA cost figures to the 
following: 
One-Time Costs: $340.5M 
Net Costs Dunmg Implementation: $252.4M 
Annual Recurring Savings: $ 31.4M 
Return on Investment Year: 11 Years 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $77.1M 

Air Force Materiel Command is scheduled to brief the Air Staff on May 1-4, 1995 the results 
of the site surveys. We have requested the results of these surveys. This information should 
provide us with more accurate information concerning all the costs associated with the 
realignment of Kirtland Air Force Base. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS 

Cost Impacts 
The Community believes the cost to close Kirtland AFB will much higher than the DoD 
estimate (Community - $525.7M vs DoD - $274.6M) 
The Community also believes that the annual recurring savings that DoD projects of 
$62.OM a year will actually be a cost to the USG of $12.7M a year 
DoD only used costs associated with DoD organizations. The Community used all 
government organizations on Kirtland AFB. 

The Community feels that the realignment of Kirtland would have a major impact on the 
nuclear surety cohesion within DoD and DOE. At a minimum, this action would impact the 
efficiency and effectiveness of nuclear surety. 
58th Special Operations Wing training will be disrupted for a period of 6 to 12 months. 
Community believes that Kirtland was evaluated unfairly for air quality. It believes 
"thousands" could move to Kirtland without detrimental effects on local air quality. 
After the realignment, 95% of the installation will be cantoned, leaving only 5% for reuse. 
The community points out that during previous base closure rounds the Air Force insisted that 
Kirtland was "essential in supporting several irreplaceable research and testing facilities 
essential to DoD, DOE, and other government agencies." 

DRAFT 
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ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

Department of Eriergy (DOE) operates the Sandia National Laboratory. 
GAO Report states that their analysis of the eight criteria does not support the Air Force's 
recommendation to realign Kirtland Air Force Base. 

- GAO reconmends the following issues be addressed: 
1. Transfer of costs to operate Kirtland AFB after the realignment will be 
transferred to DOE 
2. Since the Phillips Laboratory will remain in-place, realignment of Kirtland 
AFB \will not reduce excess capacity in the product center and laboratory 
subcategory 
3. Air Force may not have considered other issues regarding those facilities that 
are sclieduled to remain at Kirtland AFB (Munitions Storage Center, etc.) 

- GAO agreed with DOE estimates for one-time cost to close (GAO - over $60M; DOE - 
$64.1M) and annual recurring savings (GOA - over $30M; DOE - $30.6M) 
- In conciusion, the GAO recommended "the Commission closely examine expected 
cost savings and operational impacts associated with the Kirtland AFB 
realignment.'" 

Frank CantwelVAF TeamIApril 14, 199515:OOPM 

DRAFT 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

SUMMARY SHEET 

RTLAND AIR FORCE BASE. NEW MEXICO 

INSTALLATION bIISSION 

Kirtland Air Force Bise is an Air Force Materiel Command Base. It is the home of the Phillips 
Laboratory, 58th Special Operations Wing (WMC- 130, HH-60, UH-1, and TIMH-53), 150th 
Fighter Group (1 8 F- 16CD and 1 C-26B), AFOTEC, Air Force Inspection Agency, Air Force 
Safety Agency, Air Force Security Police Agency, Field Command (Defense Nuclear Agency), 
and 377th Air Base Wing. Sandia National Laboratory is also located on Kirtland AFB. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Kirtland Air Force Base. 

58th SOW will relocate to Holloman AFB. 
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center will relocate to Eglin AFB. 
AF Office of Security Police will relocate to Lackland AFB. 
AF Inspection Agency will move to Kelly AFB. 
AF Safety Agency will relocate to Kelly AFB. 
Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) will move Field Command activities to Kelly AFB. 
DNA will move High Explosive Testing to Nellis AFB. 
DNA's Radiation Simulator activities will remain in-place. 
Phillips Laboratory will remain in a cantonment area. 
898th Munitions Squadron will remain in-place. 
AFRES and ANG activities will remain in-place. 
Air Force medical activities in the VA Hospital will terminate. 
Sandia National Laboratory will be remain in-place. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 

Kirtland AFB rated low relative to other bases in the Laboratory and Product Center 
subcategory. 
Because the Laboratory Joint Cross-Service Group rated Phillips Laboratory a high 
functional value, the Air Force is recommending it remain in a cantonment area. 
High Net Present Value -- $467M Savings. 

DRAFT 
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COST CONSIDERQTION DEVELOPED BY DOD 

Y One-Time Costs: $274.6M 
Net Costs During Implementation: $155.9M 
Annual Recurring Savings: $ 62.OM 
Return on Investment Year: Three Years 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $467.1 M 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RECOMMENDATION (EXCLUDES 
CONTRACTORS) 

MJhQKY Civilian Students 

Baseline 3,965 12,694 0 

Reductions 905 470 
Realignments 2,98 1 2,032 
Total 3,886* 2,502 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF ALL RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING THIS 
INSTALLATION (INCLUDES ON-BASE CONTRACTORS AND STUDENTS) 

Out In Net Gain (Loss) 
Mil ChL Mil m Mil 

* The Air Force is converting 670 military authorizations to civilian ones as a force structure 
change not related to the base closure process. These slots are not included as part of the 
COBRA numbers, but are included as personnel changes for Kirtland AFB. 

ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

DoD Report states environmental impact is minimal, and ongoing restoration of Kirtland 
AFB will continue:. 

REPRESENTATION 

Senators: Pete V. Domenici 
Jeff Bingaman 

Representative: Steve Schiff 
Govern.or: Gary Johnson 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT 

lw Potential Employ~nent Loss: 1 1,9 16 jobs (6,850 direct and 5066 indirect ) 
Bernalillio Counly MSA Job Base: 327,209 
Percentage: 3.6 percent decrease 
Cumulative Economic Impact ( 1994-200 1): 3.6 percent decrease 

MILITARY ISSUES 

Phillips Laboratory: 
- Leadership a t  Phillips Laboratory is reviewing the manpower requirements for AF 
military personnel that need to remain at Kirtland after the realignment. 
- Operational concept of Phllips Laboratory activities and support after the realignment 
is unclear. 
- There is concern about the status of the manning for Space and Missile Systems Center 
Test and Evaluation Directorate. 

58th SOW: 
- New location for the 58th at Holloman AFB is undetermined. 
- There is a potential concern that there will be a lack of adequate helicopter landing sites 
for training. 
- It is estimated that the simulators will be "down" approximately one year in order to 
move. 

Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency: 
- Field Command leadership can perform its mission from Kelly, but feel synergy 
between them imd the Sandia Lab will be lost. 
- It appears the Interservice Nuclear Weapon School (INWS) will not be able to relocate 
to Kelly AFB as planned because of its requirement to use nuclear material. 
- DNA is considering placing Technical On-Site Inspection (TOSI) facility (27 acres) in 
a cantonment area rather than relocating. 

Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Center (KUMSC): 
- AF is considering completely civilianizing the activities or leaving a small military 
contingent to direct the activities. 
- Either selection may result in an increase in expected operating costs and increased 
safety concerns. 

Air Force Security Police Agency (AFSPA): 
- Initial indications are that the pre-planned site at Kelly AFB for AFSPA may be 
unavailable, and that the AF may have to build facilities for it. 

DRAFT 
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Sandia Laboratory: 
- Sandia leadership is concerned that its mission may be negatively impacted by Kirtland 
realignment. 
- Air Force did not calculate the additional operating costs to DOE/Sandia Laboratory for 
a Kirtland realignment. 
- March 28, 1995, DOE'S Albuquerque Office forwarded its estimate of the costs to DOE 
if the DoD proposal to realign Kirtland AFB is enacted. It estimates a one-time cost of 
$64.1M and an annual incremental increase in costs of $30.6M. 
- Adding these costs to the DoD proposal changes the COBRA cost figures to the 
following: 
One-Time Costs: $340.5M 
Net Costs Duing Implementation: $252.4M 
Annual Recurring Savings: $31.4M 
Return on Investment Year: 11 Years 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $77.1M 

Air Force Materiel Command is scheduled to brief the Air Staff on May 1-4, 1995 the results 
of the site surveys. We have requested the results of these surveys. This information should 
provide us with more accurate information concerning all the costs associated with the 
realignment of Kilrtland Air Force Base. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS 

r Community believes that the Kirtland was evaluated unfairly for air quality. 
After the Air Force leaves, a very high percentage of the installation will be cantoned. 
In reference to protecting the Sandia National Lab and the Weapons Storage Area, the 
community questions whether you can you civilianize nuclear surety? 
They question the costs to civilianize the protection of the facilities and state that they will be 
more expensive to the USG than they are now. 
They also question the Air Force estimates of the costs to move the 58th SOW simulators to 
Holloman Air Force Base. 
There is a lack of base housing at Holloman Air Force Base for the 58th SOW. 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

Department of Energy (DOE) operates the Sandia National Laboratory. 

Frank CantweilIAF TedApr i l  13, 1 995/8:30AM 

DRAFT 
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1995 DoD Recommendations and Justifications 

Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 

Recommendation: Realign Kirtland AFB. The 58th Special Operations Wing will relocate to 
Holloman AFB, New Mexico. The AF Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) will 
relocate to Eglin AFB, Florida. The AF Office of Security Police (AFOSP) will relocate to 
Lackland AFB, Texas. The AF Inspection Agency and the AF Safety Agency will relocate to 
Kelly AFB, Texas. The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) will relocate to Kelly AFB, Texas 
(Field Command) and Nellis AFB, Nevada (High Explosive Testing). Some DNA personnel 
(Radiation Simulator operations) will remain in place. The Phillips Laboratory and the 898th 
Munitions Squadron will remain in cantonment. The AFRES and ANG activities will remain in 
existing facilities. The 377th ABW inactivates and all other activities and facilities at Kirtland 
AFB, including family housing will close. Air Force medical activities located in the Veterans 
Administration Hospital will terminate. 

Justification: As an installation, Kirtland AFB rated low relative to other bases in the 
Laboratory and Product Center subcategory when all eight selection criteria were considered. 
The Laboratory Joint Cross-Service Group, however, gave the Phillips Laboratory operation a 
high functional value. This realignment will close most of the base, but retain the Phillips 
Laboratory, which has a high functional value and the 898th Munitions Squadron, which is not 
practical to relocate. Both of these activities are capable of operating with minimal military 
support. Also, the Sarldia National Laboratory can be cantoned in its present location. This 
approach reduces infrastructure and produces significant annual savings, while maintaining those 
activities essential to the Air Force and the Department of Defense. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this recommendation is 
$277.5 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation period is a cost of 
$158.8 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $62 million with a return on 
investment expected in three years. The net present value of the costs and savings over 20 years 
is a savings of $464.5 million. 

Impacts: Assuming no economic recovery. this recommendation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 11,916 jobs (6,850 direct jobs and 5,066 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to- 
2001 period in the Bernallio County, New Mexico economic area, which is 3.6 percent of the 
economic area's employment. Environmental impact fiom this action is minimal and ongoing 
restoration of Kirtland AFB will continue. 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

USAF BASE FACT SHEET 
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO 

M.4.JCOMLOCATION/STZE: AFMC base southeast of AIbuquerque with 44,O 18 
acres 

MAJOR WTS/'FORCE STRUCTURE: 

377th Air Base Wing 
Phillips Laboratory 
58th Special Cperations Wing (AETC) 
-- 5 HHdOG, 4 UH-IN, 4 T H - 5 3 k  4 MH-53J, 5 HC-130NP and 4 MC-130H 
Air Force Inspection Agency (FOA) 
Air Force Operarional Test & Evaluation Center (FOA) 
Air Force S&ty Police Agency FOA) 
Air Force Safety Agency (FOA) 
150th Fighter Group (ANG) - 
- 18 F-16C/I) and 1 C-26B 
604th Civil Engineering Squadron (AFR) 
Other organizations include: Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility, Sandia Laboratories. 
and Departmerlt of Energy's AIbuquesque Operations Office 

- 4  

Y USAF MANPOWER AUTHORIZATIONS: (As of FY 95/2) 

W A R Y - A C T W E  
GUARD 
RESERVE 
CNILIAN 
TOTAL 

ANNOUNCED ACTIONS: • 

The 150th Fighter Group lost 6 F- 16C/Ds in mid- 1994 and will lose 3 F- 16 CtDs in 
mid-1995. This results in a decrease of 7 full-time military, 120 drill, and 21 civilian 
manpower authorizations. 

Basing Manager: h4aj BrackettfXOOBl77356 
Editor: Ms WrightrXOOB/46675/22 Feb 95 

uv' 
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

-. 

UlW 
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO (Conf'd) 

The Air Force will reduce approximately 11,700 civilian authorizations in fiscal year 
1995. These reductions are a result of the Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 
1994, the National Performance Review, and depot workload reductions. This action 
helps bring Department of Defense civilian employment levels in line with overall force 
reductions and results in a decrease of 87 civilian manpower authorizations at Kirtland 
AFB. 

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM ($000): 

FISCAL YEAR 94: 
Aerospace Engineering Facility 
Alter Donnitory 
Composite Materials Laboratory 
Space Structures Laboratory 
Upgrade Electrical Distribution System 
Upgrade Utility System (Congress Insert) 
Alter Maintenance Shops [ANG] 

-'I 
Alter Operational Training Facility [ANG] 
Power Check Pad with Sound Suppressor [ANG] 
Civil Engineering Training Facility [AFR] 
To,, 

FISCAL YEAR 95: 
Replace Underground Fuel Storage Tanks 
Aircrew Training F:acility [AFSOC] 9,600 
Replace Undergro~lnd Fuel Storage Tanks [ANG] 900 
Replace Family Housing (106 Units) 7 111 10,058 
Base Support CenWDining Hall (Congress Insert) 9500 
Child Care Center (Congress Insert) 
Repair Water Distribution System (Con,oress Insert) 
Upgrade Electrical Distribution System (Congress Insert) 
TOTAL A 

SIGNIFICAhT INSTALLATION TSSUES/PROBLE hi%J 

The Airport Autholity has three major airfield projects underway that will restructure 
operations.' The final runway orientation may shift more aircraft traffic over the 

northern section of the base. 

FOR OFFICUL USE ONLY 
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NEW MEXICO 

FISCAL YEAR 1994 (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

Perwml/Ewpend i tures  Total Amy 
Navy Other 
L Air Force Dele- 

b r i n e  Corps Activitie8 

I. Personnel - Iota: 
netive mty  Military 
Civilian 
Reserve & Narioml Guard .------------------------------ 

I I. Expenditures - Total 

A. Payroll Outlays - 'Total 

Active h t y  Military Pay 
Civilian Pay 
Reserve & National w r d  Fay 
Retirad n i l i t a ry  Pimy 

B. Prine Contracts Ouer $25,000 
Total 

Supply and Equipai t  Contracu 
RDThE Contracts 
Service Contracts 
Construct ion mntracto 
Civil Function C o n r a t s  

I Hajor Locarions 
of Expenditures 

---------------------- 
Albuquerque 

I Uhire Sands R s l  Rge 
Hollaan AFB 
CaMon AFB 
w- 
Las mas 
klanOgord0 
m t a  r e  
Roue11 

I I I 

Expend i turcs Military and Civilian Personnel 
Hajor locations 

Payroll Prhe of Personnel Active Duty 
Total (Xl t lays  Conuacu Total tliliw Civilian -------------------------.-----------.----------.------------ 

$382,449 $175,181 $207,268 KirtlandAfB 6,937 ',!is8 2,349 
315,910 214,391 101,519 Hollman AFB 6,007 4,760 1,247 
235,386 L?7,019 108,367 Cannon AFE 5,765 5,269 4 96 
226,950 150,612 76,278 Uhite Sands tlsl Rge 3,779 872 2,907 
179,070 135,751 43,319 Albuquerque 1,360 306 1,059 
35,569 75 35,494 SMta Te 24 2 31 211 
34,320 20,645 13,675 Sandia Base 175 175 0 
27,496 26,827 669 Orogrande 90 0 90 
24,243 23,596 647 Socorro 61 2 59 
17,347 13,780 3,567 Rcmuell 53 40 13 

t Prim Contracu Over 525,000 Total 
(Prior Three Years) 

.---------------------------.------------ 
Fiscal Year 1993 5809,746 
Fiscal Year 1992 728,139 
Fiscai Year 1991 681,643 

- - -- - 

Top Five Contractors Receivie the Largest 
Dollar Volume of P r b e  Contract Awards 

in  th i s  State  .----------------------------.-------------------- 

A i r  Force 

-----------------.--------------- 
S 330,107 
301,987 
265,388 

1. DYNCORP 
2. HONEYUUL INC 
3. IAGJNA INDUSTT(1ES INC 
4. E G G  IXC 
5. !%KIN MRIEI'TA CORPORATIOJ 

AmY 

----------------,.---------------.---------------. 
$283,385 
256,138 
299,728 

- - 

Othcr 
Deferse 

Activities 

$163,256 
136,827 
83,602 

- --- - - -- - 

b j o r  Area of Uork 
Total 
~nount  FS2 or Service Code Description 

.---------------.-------------------------------------------- 

Navy 
h 

M i n e  C o w  

$32,998 
33,187 
32,925 

$70,164 Operation/Covr-bred Contractor-Operated R 
60,475 RmUAircraf r-Operational Systens Develop 
35,494 RadiohTVCOMEquipent,hceptAirborn 
23,009 Opyation/Radar h Navigational Faci l i t ies  
15,874 Halnt h Repair of Eq/?%etal Bars & Sheers 

I I I 
Prepared by: Uashington Headquarters Services 

Directorate for I nfornation 
Operations and Reports 
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CLOSURE HISTORY - INSTALLATIONS IN NEW MEXICO 
C 

-- 
SVC INSTALLATION NAME ACTION YEAR ACTION SOURCE ACTION STATUS ACTION SUMMARY ACTION DETAIL 
- -- - -- 

A 

FORT WINGATE DEPOT ACTIVITY 88 DEFBRAC COMPLETE CLOSE 1988 DEFBRAC: 

Close; completed FY 93; pending disposal 

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

AF 

CANNON AFB 

HOLLOMAN AFB 

KIRTLAND AFB 

DBCRC ONGOING 

DEFBRACIDBCRC ONGOING 

DE FBRACPRESS ONGOING 

REALGNDN 

REALGNUP 

REALGNUP 

P.ea_!lgn nc!lui!ies a Hziwth~se .A-w.y PVm%a?L?i:icfi 
Plant, NV; completed FY 93 

1991 DBCRC: 
Realign Battlefield Environment Effects element of 
the Atmospheric Science Laboratoly to Adelphi 
Laboratory Center, MD; scheduled FY 97 

1988 DEFBRAC: 
Directed move of the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing (F- 
I I AIE) from Closing @orge AFB, CA to Cannon 
AFB to collocate all U.S. based F-1 I I with a similar 
mission at a single base. 

1991 DBCRC: 
Directed realigning the EF-11 Is from Realigning 
Mountain Home AFB, ID to Cannon AFB. 

1988 DEFBRAC. 
Directs transfer of the Air Force Inspection and 
Safety Center from Closing Norton AFB, CA to 
Kirtland AFB. 

1990 Press Release indicated realignment. No 
specifics given. 

NAV WEAPONS EVAL FACILITY ALBUQUERQUE 91/93 DBCRC CLOSED 1991 DBCRC: 
Recommended closure as part of the Naval Air 
Warfare Center, Weapons Division. 

1993 DBCRC: 
Directed the closure of the Naval Weawns 
Evaluation Facility; however, permitted a small 
detachment of the Weapons Division to remain in 
order to provide liaison with DOE. 





STAFF VISIT REPORT 

KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE 

MARCH 23-24,1995 

Madelyn Creedon 
Mark Pross 
Frank Cantwell 

Col Sanchez, 377 ABWICV 
Col Murdock, AF Inspection AgencyICC 
Col Killeen, AF Seculity Police AgencyICC 
Capt Lippincott, Field Command/DNA/Deputy 
Dr. Good, Phillips Lal~oratory/Executive Director 
Col Curry, SA-ALC Nuclear Weapons IntegrationIChief 
Col Farage, 58th SOUIICornmander 
Dr. Narath, Sandia National LaboratoriesIPresident 
Mr. Culpepper, DOE Field Office/Albuquerque/Deputy Mgr 

uY Col Muldrow, AFOTECICV 

SE'S P W E N T  MISSION: 

Kirtland Air Force Base is an Air Force Materiel Command Base. It is the home of the 
Phillips Laboratory, 58th Special Operations Wing (WMC- 130, HH-60, UH- 1, and T/MH-53), 
150th Fighter Group (1 8 F- 16CB and 1 C-26B), AFOTEC, Air Force Inspection Agency, Air 
Force Safety Agency, Air Force Security Police Agency, Field Command (Defense Nuclear 
Agency), and 377th Air Base Wing. Sandia National Laboratory is also located on Kirtland 
AFB. 

POD REC0MMENI)ATION: Realign Kirtland Air Force Base. 

58th SOW will relocate to Holloman AFB. 
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center will relocate to Eglin AFB. 
AF Ofice of Security Police will relocate to Lackland AFB. 
AF Inspection Agency will move to Kelly AFB. 
AF Safety Agency will relocate to Kelly AFB. 
Defense Nuclear A.gency (DNA) will move Field Command activities to Kelly AFB. 
DNA will move High Explosive Testing to Nellis AFB. 
DNA's Radiation Simulator activities will remain in-place. 



Phillips Laboratory will remain in a cantonment area. 

!IW 898th Munitions Squadron will remain in-place. 
AFRES and ANG activities will remain in-place. 
Air Force medical activities in the VA Hospital will terminate. 
Sandia National Laboratory will be remain in-place. 

Kirtland AFB rated low relative to other bases in the Laboratory and Product Center 
subcategory. 
Because the Laboratory Joint Cross-Service Group rated Phillips Laboratory a high 
functional value, the Air Force is recommending it remain in a cantonment area. 
High Net Present Value -- $467M Savings. 

Phillips Laboratory 
58th SOW 
Sandia Laboratory 
Field Command, DNA 
Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Center 
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center 
377th P& Base Wig 

* Phillips Laboratory 
- Leadership at Phillips Laboratory is reviewing the manpower requirements for AF 
military personnel that need to remain at Kirtland after the realignment. 
- Operational concept of Phillips Laboratory activities and support after the realignment 
is unclear. 
- There is concern about the status of the manning for Space and Missile Systems Center 
Test and Evaluation Directorate. 

* 58th SOW: 
- New location of the 58th at Holloman AFB is undetermined. 
- There is a potential concern that there will be a lack of adequate helicopter landing sites 
for training. 
- It is estimated that the simulators will be "down" approximately one year in order to 
move. 

* Sandia Laboratory: 
- Air Force did not calculate the additional operating costs to DOEISandia Laboratory for 
a Kirtland realignment. 



- Sandia leadership is concerned that its mission may be negatively impacted by 
Kirtland realipment. 

* Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency: 
- Field Comrrland leadership can perform its mission fiom Kelly AFB, but feel synergy 
between them and the Sandia Lab will be lost. 
- It appears the Interservice Nuclear Weapon School (INWS) will not be able to relocate 
to Kelly AFB as planned because of its requirement to use nuclear material. 
- DNA is ~on~sidering placing Technical On-Site Inspection (TOSI) facility (27 acres) in 
a cantonment area rather than relocating. 

* Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Center (KUMSC): 
- AF is consiclering completely civilianizing the activities or leaving a small military 
contingent to direct the activities. 
- Either seleclion may result in an increase in expected operating costs and increased 
safety concerns. 

* Air Force Security Police Agency (AFSPA): 
- Initial indications are that the pre-planned site at Kelly AFB for AFSPA may be 
unavailable, and that the AF may have to build facilities for it. 

OUESTS FOR STAFF AS A RESULT OF VISIT: 

* April 18 Base Visit needs to be approximately 8 hours. 
* Staff needs to look at all the Air Force site surveys associated with Kirtland realignment. - 
* Staff needs to calculate all the costs associated with the Kirtland realignment. 

~W 

Frank Cantwell 
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Los Angeles Times, March 23, 1995 

the trial, but registering now gives him a head start. Candidates must register 
wkth the election commission when they have raised more than $5,000. 

"WA. VS . ALBUQUERQUE : With New Mexico s congressional delegation stepping up 
their attacks, Rep. Jane Harnan (D-Rolling Hills) and other California lawmakers 
are ever more fearful that the Los Angeles Air Force Base in El Segundo will be 
added to the base closure list after all. 

U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.) 
to dramatically scale back Kirtland 
shutting down the L.A- facility. 

has 
Air 

criticized 
Force Base 

the Pentagon1 s 
in Albuquerque 

recommendat Fc. 
rather than 

His latest salvo: air quality. The Pentagon cited Albuquerque's problems in 
conforming with air pollution standards as a reason for gutting that base. 
nCutrageous," Bingamar~ says of the comparison, noting L.A.'s reputation for 
smog. 

A spokesman for Harman, however, said that other factors -- namely, econclmic 
reasons - -  were much more important in the Pentagon's decision. Harman was a.mon5 
19 California lawmakers who fired off a letter last week to Base Closure 
Commission Chairman Alan Dixon, saying the Pentagon could save more money by 
gutting Kirtland. 

Bingaman questions those economic comparisons, and notes that Kirtland has 
"more military utility." Among other things, it has an airstrip; L.A. doesn't. 

The base commission will hold a public hearing on closures in San Francisco 
ril 28 and 29. 

Or1cy 
* 

MAKING SENSE OF ELECTIONS: With South Bay's municipal elections scattered 
throughout the spring and fall, Redondo Beach Councilman Robert Pinzler is 
pressing state lawmakers to declare a "municipal election day." 

The Redondo Beach City Council recently gave him the OK to query s t a t e  
elected officials on the proposal, in which all of the state's cities would go 
to the polls on the same day. 

"It makes no damn sense," Pinzler says of the current system. "This would at 
least raise the consciousness of voters that there is an election." 

His city, for example, held its race on March 7, and only 21% of the 
registered voters went to the polls. Inglewood holds its election on April 4 and 
3axdena has a special election a week later. 

LALVGUAGE : ENGLISH 

LOAD-DATE-MDC: March 25, 1995 
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S ' ~ O N :  Westside; Part J; Page 2 

LZNGTH: 542 words 

JSmLIm: WESTSIDE WATCH: SAKTA MONICA OFFICIALS BRING MEALS TO THE ELDERLY 

30DY : 
The hard-working volunteers of the Santa Monica/MzliSu Meals 3n Wheels 

grogram sot some help from a couple of big wheels - -  OK, mecium-sized wheels - -  
when Santa Monica Police Chief James Butts and City Councilman Ken Genser joines 
in to help deliver food to the homebound. 

Sutts was a particular hit with several of the elderly women on his route. I,-- 
two of the dozen stops, the frail ladies noted approvingly that they had seen 
the chief on television, and a third urged him to "save Santa Monica." He sa.id 
fie would. 

The program provides two meals a day, five days a week, to residents who 
cannot go out and buy meals or prepare food on their own. 

"Often this is their only contact wlth the outside world," said longtime 
vclunteer Bill Sellers;. "Many are so lorrely, often this is =he orly time they 
see anyone all day." 

ltts said he was glad to help out: "It takes a lot to make a city into a 
c b w i t y ,  and caring for our children, elderly, shut-ins ar.3 disabled is a key 
co - nent of community-building." 

The Santa ~onica/Malibu Meals on Wheels program needs v~lurteer drivers and 
se,rving assistants. For information, call (310) 354-7558. 

L.A. VS. ALBUQUERQUE: With New Mexico's congressional dsleq~cion stepping up 
ts attacks, Rep. Jane Harman (D-Rolling Hills: and other Czlifcmia lawmakers 
,ave fired cff  a salvo of their own in defense of t h e  Los A-geles Air Force R; 
Sase. 

At issue, addition to 0,850 jcbs at Kirtland Air For-+ Base in Albuquerq~e 
is smog, of all things. Theirs, not ours. 

According to the Pentagon, which proposes to leavt the -3s P-7geles base 
v=rtually untouched, Albuquerque has had problems iz ccnforxlng :o air pollutio~ 
s=andarcs. 

The response of U.S. Sen. Jeff Singaman (D-N.M.) : NCutraceous,w given L.A.'s 
rtpuzation as a smog-leader. 

A spokesman for Harrnan, however, said that other facC3rs - -  mai~tly economic 
- - '..a .,e I more important in the Pe~zagon's %cision. 
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Los Angeles Times, March 26, 1995 

Located in breezy El Segundo, the Los Angeles base is home to the Air Force's 
;$ace and Missiles Systems Center. It is also close to several major 
~c.iversities and what's left of the Southern California aerospace industry. 

Bingaman and other New Mexico representatives question those economic 
' d w s ,  arguing that Kirtland has "more military utility. Among other things, .= has an airstrip; despite its proximity to LAX, the base at El Segundo does 
Lot. 

They point to an Ai:r Force analysis from the early 1990s showing that Los 
sgeles should be closed and its work moved to Kirtland, home of the Air Forc:els 
'hillips Laboratory. Phillips, a center of space and missile research in its own 
tyht, would remain at Kirtland under the latest proposal. 

"New Mexico is not crying to hijack Los Angeles Air Force Base," said Rep. 
teve Schiff, (R-N.M.) . "The Air Force offered to give it away a few years ago." 

Harman, whose district includes parts of Venice and Marina del Rey, was anlong 
7 California lawmakers, including Gov. Pete Wilson, who fired off a 
lounter-letter last week to Alan ~ixon, chairman of the base closure commissi.on. 

Gut Kirtland, they urged, saying the Air Force would save more money faster 
.hat way. 

Bearings on the issue are set for San Francisco in April, with a final 
.ecision expected by July. 

3.APHIC: Photo, Santa Monica Chief of Police James Butts places meals in his car 
cr delivery to senior shut-ins. He volunteered with Meals oq Wknels. FRANCINE 
ELQ ' For The Times 

CAD-DATE-MDC: March 29, 1995 
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IEADLINE: ECONOMIST SA.YS BASE CUTS WILL JUST SLOW GROWTH 

3XLINE: Karen Peterson., Mark Oswald 

30DY : 
Brian McDonald, director of the University of New Mexico's Bureau of Busirless 

~ n d  Economic Research, said Albuquerque will be able to absorb the impact of 
Lost jobs at Kirtland Air Force Base. 

For one thing, the loss will be spread over a five-year period beginning next 
(ear. For another, McDonald said, Albuquerque's economy is diverse enough --- 
2nd growing fast enough - -  that it will create new jobs to replace those beirig 
Lost . 

"My view is that the closing will slow down Albuquerque's growth rate by 
xbout half a percent a year for the next five years," McDonald said. 

McDonald said there are 306,000 jobs in Albuquerque. Last year, 16,000 new 
jobs were created and this year, McDonald expects 13,000 new jobs. 

buquerque is one of the fastest-growing cities in the country now," 
4 Id said. "There's no good time to take a cut like this. But if we have to 
lave one, this is the best time." 

The state of New Mexico, however, is going to work to save the base. 

Gov. Gary Johnson said later Tuesday that he will ask the Legislature for $ 
jO,OOO for the governor's office to lobby the base closing commission on 
Cirtland' s behalf. 

He said "a real case can be made" that the cutback at Kirtland won't save 
noney and instead coulci increase spending because the air base supports and 
'interactsn with other federal outposts, such as Sandia National Laboratory and 
:he Department of Energy, with services such as schools and fire protection. 

RWe have to show that this isn't going to save money," Johnson said. If New 
dexico can't prove that: keeping Kirtland saves the taxpayer, "we don't have a 
:asel Johson said. 

think there's some misinformation here," Johnson said. He said "none of 
:his decision-making has been subject to any scrutiny at all." 

,OAD-DATE-MDC: March 21., 1995 



United States Government Department of Energy 

iemorandum 
" w 

Albuquerque Operations Office! 

DATE March 28, 1995 
REPLYTO PASD 
A R N  OF: 

sueJEcr: Kirtland Air Force Base Realignment 

Charles B. Curtis,, Under Secretary, US, FORS/HQ 
Victor H. Reis, Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs, DP-l/HQ 

On March 27, 1995, Dr. A1 Narath, President of Sandia National Laboratories, and I met with 
Rudy F. de Leon, the Undersecretary of the Air Force, Major General Jay D. Blume, Jr., and 
Mr. Jim Boatright. We discussed impacts to the Department of Energy and Sandia Yational 
Laboratories as a result of the realignment recommendations for Kirtland Air Force i3ase. 
During this cordial meeting, Sandia gave a presentation on the proposed cantocmenr 
boundaries that will provide safety and security boundaries for our operations. itre followed 
with a definitive cost analysis that shows a one-time cost of 64.1 million dolljrs .o develop 
certain additional capabilities, and an annual incremental increase in costs of 30 6 mil!ion 
dollars. 

Y 3 In our March 17, 1995 letter (attached) to Major General Jay D. Blume, Jr., co-chair of the Air 
Force Base Ciosure Executive Grou;, we promised to pro\,ide these costs by hlarch 3 1, 1995. 
Our cost estimates are the product of detailed hnction-by-knction znalpses of s a ~ h  operations 
2nd maintenance service we must replace if the .4ir Force realinmen: recornl?iendarions sre 
approved. Activity areas we analyzed included public and employee safety and security, the 
physical plant, and utilities. We also added costs for those ponions of Air Force ;~tiiitary 
construction improvements to the base infrastructure that must be completed ro support our 
operating areas. The Air Force is recommending the cancellation of certair, of these 7rojects if 
the Kirtland realignment is approved. We assumed limiting our activities to oni). ;he 
DOEISandia cantonments and that the Air Force would "mothball" their abar..lc,ried faciliries 
within these areas. 

Secretary de Leon proposed the convening of a joint working group to examine in detail the . 

impacts of the Kirtland realignment on the major Department of Defense (DOE)) and non-DOD 
agencies remaining in the cantonment at Kirtland if the realignment is approved. We are 
prepared to provitfe details of our assumptions and line-by-line cost data to suppori the 
conclusions of our analysis as participants in this working group. .Accordir.~ly, we pian to 
participate in this effort as we may be able to minimize the costs to ;he remaining tenants and 
thus to the taxpayler. We will keep you informed as the situation deve!ops. 



Addressees 

On a related matter, we have had a number of discussions with the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Conlmission and staff. Of particular importance is their request that a hish 
ranking DOE official present the DOE position to the Commission at the public hearings to be 
held in Albuquerclue on April 20, 1995. We also understand that on April 18, 1935 prior to 
the regional hearing on April 20, 1995, the BRAC plans on a site visit to familiarize themselves 
with Kirtland AFIB. We will work with Headquarters to determine who would be an 
appropriate official to represent the Department at the regional hearings.. 

Sincerely, 

U'TLr 
Bruce G. Twining 
Manager 

Attachment 

CC : 
The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary, Secretary of Energy, S, FOR/HQ 
Josegh F. Vivona, Chief Financial Oficer,CR-I, FOR/HQ 
Donald W. Pearman, Associate Deputy Director, FM-I, FOR/HQ 
Brigadier General1 Charles H. Perez, USAF 
The Honorable Pete V. Domenici 
The Honorable Je:ff Bingarnan 
The Honorable Steven H. Schiff 
The Honorable Bill Richardson 
The Honorable Joseph R. Skeen 
Honorable Martirn Chavez, Mayor of Albuquerque 
Hansen Scott, Director, Aviation Department (Chair of Kirtland Retention Task Force) 
Colone! Tom JVhitman, Commander. 150th Fighter Group, New Mzxico Air NarionaI Guard 
Lt. Colonel Thorne Davis. Commander, 150th Support Group, New Mexico Air National 
Guard 
Lt. Colonel Gray Donnalley, HQ USAFRTR (Air Staff member of Kinland Sire Survey Team) 
Dr. Earl Goode, fleputy Director, Phillips Laboratory 
Major Dennis M. Piper, AFMC/XPX, Team Chief, Kirtland Site Survey Team 



\ Addressees - 3 -  

(rrr' bcc : 

Dr. I. L. Mauderly, Director, Lovelace Biomedical and Enviromental Research Institute 
W. J. Taylor, 111, Assistant Secretary, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Mairs, 
CP- 1, HQ 

Roy Phillips, Staff, Senator Domenici's Ofice 
h e x  Flint, S t a  Senator Domenici's Ofice 
Mark A. Pross, Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
K. Carlson, Area Manager, KAOIAL 
D. 5. Cook, Director, CTNAL 
D. Miller, Director, TSDfAL 
G. Inlow, Acting Director, OIEAJAL 









Sandia is a multiprogram engineering and science 

laboratory operated for the Department of Energy 

with major facilities at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

and Livermore, California, and a test range near 

Tonopah, Nevada. We have major research and 

development responsibilities for nuclear weapons, 

arms control, energy, the environment, economic 
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support national defense policies by ensuring that 

the nuclear weapon stockpile meets the highest 

standards of safety, reliability, security, use control, 

and military performance. 
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President's 

I cannot remember a 

period in Sandia's 

history that has been 

marked by a greater 

rate of significant 

accomplishments 

than I am witnessing 

today. At the same 

time, I cannot recall 

a period as uncertain 

and threatening to the vitality of the Laboratories as 

today. It is a time of great challenge. 

When I returned from AT&T Bell Labs six 

years ago, I saw the need for a more customer-focused 

enterprise. We needed more partnerships with indus- 

try and more emphasis on community outreach. 

As a result, we set into motion many changes, 

both cultural and programmatic, that have led to 

many accomplishments. During this time, we have 

streamlined our operations, won more technical 

awards, and received high marks from our customers. 

Our transition to management by Martin Marietta 

Corporation has been smooth. We have continued 

to establish more than 200 cooperative research and 

development agreements with industry, valued at 

more than $600 million. We have provided technical 

assistance to more than 300 small businesses. 

We have acquii-ed and refined the world's highest- 

performance supercomputer and developed world- 

class facilities such as the Microelectronics Devel- 

opment Lab, Materials Research Lab, Robotics Lab, 

and Technology Information and Outreach Center. 

But we must not take our current level of pros- 

perity for granted. Already in 1989, I could see that 

the Department of'Energy and its labs faced a rocky 

road. This concern continues today. Sometimes the 

importance of our missions in weapons, energy, and 

environmental cleanup is called into question by 

Congress and others. Our strategy will continue to 

be to execute our core missions through mutually 

beneficial unhrersity and industry partnerships. 

We will continue to support stockpile stewardship, 

dismantlement, and non-proliferation. 

If Sandia prospers, New Mexico and California 

also benefit. But it is important to remember that 

Sandia is a national laboratory, supported by taxes 

from outside New Mexico and California. Our 

institutional survival depends on serving national 

needs. If we succeed, the community also benefits. 

I believe we have a good shot at success! The 

future is not a sure thing. But I am optimistic about it. 



A word about change 

At Sandia National Laboratories, we have encountered 

a great deal of change since President Harry Truman 

challenged us in 1949 to provide "exceptional service 

in the national interest" through stewardship and 

development of the nation's nuclear weapon stockpile. 

In the early 1970s, in response to the Arab oil embargo, 

we were given another rriission: development of new 

technologies to provide for America's energy needs. 

In 1989, Congress added yet another challenge, the 

transfer of technologies originally developed for 

military purposes to the private sector. 

Today, we continue to look for opportunities 

to share promising techllologies in environmental 

restoration, advanced manufacturing, microelectron- 

ics, transportation, health care, and information sci- 

ence and computing. We try to be good neighbors 

as well as good corporate citizens - Sandia's 

employees continue to be involved in the commu- 

nity through education outreach, volunteer work, 

and charitable donations. 

Economic incentives are among the strongest 

catalysts for change. In this era of shrinking budgets, 

we must get the most mileage from each taxpayer 

dollar. Under the leadership of Martin Marietta 

Corporation, the company that manages Sandia for 

the Department of Energy, we strive to be more 

efficient yet still fulfill the mission given to us by the 

United States president, the Congress, and the 

American people. 

It is for you, the American public, that we 

have produced this magazine. Whether you are a 

businessperson, a student, a teacher, a homemaker, 

or a casual reader, we hope this booklet helps you 

understand who we are and what we do. Our work 

is a natural part of the cutting-edge technology 

needed by the United States to maintain economic 

and military leadership. Technology, we trust, that 

will also be of interest to you. 

The Editorial Staff 
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prior to the initi- 

ation of combat 

-a point writ 

bold in contrast- 

ing the initial bat- 

tles in, say, Korea 

and the Persian 

Gulc' said Norm 

Augustine, 
. - . - . . . 
Martin Marietta's 

chief executive 
Russian rail cars that carry materials from dismantled nuclear weapons have been refurbished with pro- 
tective barriers and other security devices provided by Sandia. officer, in a 

speech to the 

During the war in the Persian Gulf, Americans saw Economic Club of Washington. 

daily news footage of modern military capabilities. Sandia's primary mission has always been 

Smart weapons homed in on targets from afar, vision stewardship and development of the nation's nuclear 

systems watched enemies at night, and missiles inter- weapon stockpile. It is a responsibility that goes 

cepted and destroyed other missiles. beyond weapon development to include all aspects of 

None of these accomplishments was accidental. national security - arms control and nonprolifera- 

They were the result of ongoing research by Depart- tion, monitoring of nuclear detonations and covert 

ment of Energy laboratories like Sandia and private efforts to develop weapons of mass destruction, 

defense contractors like Martin Marietta, whose pri- efforts to bring hostile parties together to encourage 

mary business is keeping America's weapon systems negotiation and preserve peace, special facilities to test 

safe, modern, and effective. "For, you see, in this age weapon performance, and security and surveillance 

of 'come-as-you-are wars,' the casualties we suffer in systems to protect national defense information or 

combat depend to a large degree on our preparedness weapon materials from falling into the wrong hands. 



Following are just a few examples of the many 

contributions to national security Sandia has made 

over the past 45 years: 

Sandia's development of permissive action 

links for nuclear weapon control has led to world 

leadership in the field of cryptography, particularly 

as it applies to message authentication. This same 

capability is now helping banks protect the security 

of financial transactions. 

Sandia-developed monitoring capabilities 

have long provided precise information about hostile 

developments around the world, from clandestine 

nuclear weapon programs in Iraq to underground 

nuclear detonations in China. These same capabili- 

ties have led to the e~t~ablishment of a Cooperative 

used in Russian rail cars to safeguard materials from, 

dismantled nuclear weapons. "Sticky foam," a non- 

lethal deterrent that literally glues an intruder in place, 

is being considered by U. S. law enforcement agencie:~ 

as a potential tool in the nation's war against crime. 

Sandia's world-class science and engineering 

staff, always on hand to respond to the nation's defense 

needs, responded in 1990 by investigating and finding 

a plausible explanation for the tragic turret explosion 

on the USS Iowa. 

Dave Denning polishes ttae lens of a Cassegrain heant tele- 
scope that can track satellites orbiting the Earth. Its rnain pur- 
pose is to calibrate optical sensors on satellites that are usect 
to monitor nuclear test ban treaties. 



Energy 



for example, observing and measuring pollutant for- 

mation in flames. One of the innovations at this facil- 

ity is an instrumented spark plug that can "see" the 

inside of an automobile engine during combustion. 

Oil and gas research is an important area of 

concentration at Sandia, and has led to such inno- 

vations as software to help maximize petroleum 

extraction from the earth, seismic sensors to locate 

underground reservoirs, and computer models to 

better understand and manage the nation's Strategic 

Petroleum Reserve, where oil is stored in under- 

ground caverns. 

Sandia's solar energy research program is 

among the largest and most advanced in the world. 

Using state-of-the-art inaterials research capabilities, 

manufacturing technologies, and systems engineering 

Sandia engineers have helped design and install 

solar power facilities throughout the U.S. and Latin 

America. A new solar power plant in California is 

using a Sandia-developed technology to store power 

for use at night and on cloudy days. 

The nuclear energy program supports the 

need for improved safety systems for reactors and 

new technologies to extend the lifetime of existing 

reactors. Today Sandia is beginning to use its 

research reactors for production of molybdenum- 

99, a primary isotope used in medical radiography. 

All energy research at the Labs is dedicated 

not only to increasing the nation's energy supply, 

but also to developing environmentally friendly 

ways of extracting fuel and producing power for 

mass consumption. 



Environment 

Environmental research at Sandia covers a broad 

spectrum of issues related to restoring and preserv- 

ing the environment, such as preventing pollution 

by altering manufacturing processes, reducing the 

risk and toxicity of waste, safely transporting waste 

and hazardous materials, and remediating contami- 

nated sites. 

A special initiative called environmentally 

conscious manufacturin 

by designing new proces 

hazardous substances in 

ple is solvent-free cleanii 

boards. Recycling progr 

waste through the col- 

lection and reuse of 

hazardous chemicals. 

An automated system 

developed at Sandia 

identifies and sorts 

recyclable plastics. 

The crystalline structure of 
silica-titanates allows selec- 
tive trapping and removal 
of highly radioactive cesium 
ions from mixtures of 
radioactive and hazardous 
waste; the cesium ions fit 
between the lattice planes. 

Sandia is also 

actively involved in 

improving the technologies 

available for waste charac- 

terization and site reme- 

diation. Microelectronic 

and fiber-optic sensors 

detect contaminants in 



elements from mixtures of radioactive and hazardous helped design and test underground repositories 

waste. Scientific exchange programs enable scientists such as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico 

from the U.S. and the fbrmer Soviet Union to share and the Yucca Mountain Project in Nevada. 

technology and work together in addressing waste Environmental research at Sandia is an essen- 

problems in both courltries originating from the tial part of the nation's efforts to preserve natural 

Cold War. Responding; to the need for long-term resources, protect public health, and maintain 

storage of radioactive waste, Sandia scientists have public confidence in federal research programs. 



Electronics 

One of the most valuable technologies ever invented 

at Sandia is a clean room that continuously circulates 

and filters the air. This invention protects extremely 

tiny electronic circuits from damage by microscopic 

particles. Developed in the 1960s, today these laminar- 

flow clean rooms are found throughout the electron- 

ics industry. 

Another well-known contribution by Sandia is 

radiation hardening. Originally developed to protect 

weapon systems from nuclear blasts, this capability 

has also protected civilian spacecraft, such as the 

Galileo probe to Jupiter, from damage caused by 

high-energy radiation in space. 

Because of its importance to command-and- 

control devices for weapon systems that weigh little 

and take up minimum space, electronics is considered 

one of Sandia's core capabilities. Sandia's expertise in 

electronics dates to the 1950s, when it began work- 

ing with the domestic semiconductor industry after 

the invention of the transistor by Bell Laboratories. 

Sandia continues to be actively involved in 

working with [J.S. industry to share cutting-edge 

The world's smallt?st steam engine, demonstrated at Sandia, 
uses heated vapor to rnanipulate a piston (center). The piston 
is  2 micrometers wide. 



electronic technologies. Examples 

are advanced lithogra.phy, an 

imaging technique for producing 

submicron-size components; flat- 

panel displays, a new kind of high- 

definition video display; software 

and hardware for analyzing and 

testing microelectronic circuit 

performance; and chemical vapor 

deposition of copper and other 

special materials onto patterned 

silicon wafers. Cooperative pro- 

jects, such as the SEMATECH 

consortium with private industry, 

allow researchers from the public 

and private sectors to share their 

expertise in such area,; as manu- 

facturing processes, materials 

growth, printed circuit board 

design, and testing. 

Modern integrated circuits 

are essentially the "brains" of many 

high-tech products and processes, Tim Estes examines a panern tempfate,one of the pieces of equipment he uses to provide 
printed wiring quality control arid related services to the electronics industry. Estes and a 

from computers to home electron- former AT&T Bell Labs researcher have formed a new business based an such equipment. 

ics to weapon systems to assembly 

lines. Sandia works closely with the Department of state-of-the-art facilities for designing and producing 

Energy to assure the quality and reliability of these microelectronic and photonic devices and compound 

tiny chips, which can contain millions of transistors semiconductors. Together, they continue to improve 

in an area the size of a fingernail. Companies both the performance of electronic systems at the lowest 

large and small have benefited from this expertise possible cost for both defense and commercial use. 

by teaming with federal researchers at Sandids 



Manufacturing 

The need for safe, reliable weapon systems has 

resulted in decades of experience at Sandia in 

designing and improving manufacturing processes. 

casting and machin- 

ing, computer-aided 

design, modeling and 

This expertise ranges from analyzing the perfor- simulation, advanced 

mance of welded joints to using robots to get quality materials, joining Michael McDonald checks the 
accuracv of a robot "what-vou- 

feedback during production. Such capabilities can technologies, pro- see-is-what-you-getr'system to 
verify that the graphics are 

also help commercial firms improve manufacturing duction planning, predicting the robot's motions. 

processes and reduce production costs. environmentally con- 

For instance, Sandia is working with General scious manufacturing, and quality control. It also 

Motors to develop new materials and improve auto- includes cutting-edge research into such areas as 

mated manufacturing. Rocketdyne is working with micromechanics and virtual reality applications. 

Sandia to employ robotic systems to build and A special process called FASTCAST enables 

monitor the quality of rocket engines. Motorola is manufacturers to reduce the time needed to develop 

using a Sandia-developed process to eliminate the a product from months to weeks. The process relies 

use of hazardous solvents during the manufacture on sophisticated computer models to handle design 

of printed circuit boards. Sandia is working with and stress analysis along with state-of-the-art tech- 

3M to produce strong, lightweight materials that niques such as laser sintering to produce a precision 

can be used in aircraft, bicycle frames, or cars. Sun wax model that doesn't need multiple iterations 

Microsystems Inc. now has a commercially available before it is ready for final casting. 

information system, based in large part on Sandia Manufacturing processes are important to 

software, that enables engineers at different locations Sandia because of their role in defense applications. 

to view and manipulate objects simultaneously on They are also important to national competitiveness, 

linked computer screens. which is why Sandia strives to share many of these 

In fact, the spectrum of manufacturing exper- capabilities with IJ.S. companies through consortia 

tise at Sandia takes in virtually all of the lab's capabili- such as the Specialty Metals Processing Consortium 

ties. It includes robotics, rapid prototyping, precision and through special projects such as the National 





Advanced information 
technologies 
In July 1994, viewers worldwide saw television footage 

of comet fragments crashing into the solar system's 

largest planet. What many of them probably didn't 

know was that these violent collisions on Jupiter 

that erupted into brilliant fireballs had been accu- 

rately modeled beforehand by Sandia researchers. 

From the Univacs of the 1950s that performed 

thousands of operations per second to the massively 

parallel systems of today that can perform 100 billion Computer-generated "~eople" mimic the movements of Sofia 
Pastoriza-Nunez and Dave Rogers in a virtual reality lab. Systems 

operations per second, Sandia scientists have used such as this can be trsed to train workers to perform critical tasks. 

computers to process large amounts of information. 

Today, they use sophisticated computer codes to Because computers can process tremendous 

model nuclear explosions, the human brain, and amounts of information faster and more accurately 

climate change; design new drugs, precision parts, than humans, they can help people with complicated 

and synthetic materials; and peer inside the three- tasks. For example, neurosurgeons who need to 

dimensional world of the heart, the solar system, remove brain tumors without damaging other 

and buried waste tanks. tissue have to first evaluate stacks of magnetic reso- 

To allow collaboration between researchers at nance images to determine the size and location of 

different sites, Sandia's engineers have designed sys- the lesion. A Sandia biomedical project may one 

tems that accurately send and receive huge volumes day enable thern to view a movie that extracts the 

of encrypted high-speed data over long distances. most important data and displays it in a three- 

A high-speed transmission line between Sandia's dimensional image. 

New Mexico and California sites enables researchers Computer smarts are also needed to operate 

at both sites to use the same supercomputers. This robots - often called "intelligent machines" at Sandia. 

technology is helping the federal government Robotic systems can be used to complete tasks that 

develop a national communications highway. would be hazardous to humans, such as digging up 



ground waste repository. 

Other information projects include tracking 

vehicles on a computer screen as they move across a 

map and monitoring their location and condition via 

satellite. Years of experience with computer encryp- 

tion technologies is helping banks and health care 

organizations protect the confidentiality and integrity 

of customer data. Energy researchers at Sandia are 

using computers to design polymers at the molecu- 

lar level for producing synthetic fuels. Atmospheric 

researchers are using three-dimensional codes to 

model climate change, taking in such variables as 

Data from magnetic resonance images can be distilled for pos- 
sible use during surgery. An enli~rged image (top) shows a 
lesion in a patient's brain; the extent of the lesion (middle) is 
displayed in a three-dimensional "bread loaf" of slices of the 
data; a magnetic source image (bottom) shows the lesion in  
the upper right portion of the brain. 

moisture, air currents, temperature, and cloud cover. 

In a world where computers keep financial 

records, develop film, distribute mail, paint, draw, 

and color, Sandia is expanding their use to address 

complicated problems that otherwise couldn't be 

solved in one person's lifetime. 



Pulsed power 



Currently, PBFA I1 produces more than 50 

trillion watts of power in each pulse. In addition to 

its role in energy research, PBFA I1 can be used to 

investigate the high-energy physics of nuclear deto- 

nations, an important capability with the cessation 

of underground nuclear testing. Understanding 

nuclear effects is an important part of Sandia's role 

in maintaining the nation's nuclear weapon stockpile. 

Saturn, another pulsed power facility, produces 

high-intensity X-rays for testing their effect on vari- 

ous weapon components. It produces 25 trillion 

watts of power in a single pulse. 

Hermes 111 produces gamma ray environments 

and ion beams. It produces 20 trillion watts of power 

in each pulse and is used to test military hardware 

and satellite systems. 

Other radiation facilities are helping address 

a variety of problems, such as irradiation of timber 

or food to destroy harmful organisms. The Energy 

Department is currently planning to use Sandia's 

Annular Core Research Reactor to produce the 

nation's supply of molybdenum-99, a medical iso- 

tope used in the treatment of cancer. 

Pulsed power offers many opportunities for 

collaboration with other countries that can both 

support and benefit from the knowledge gained 

about radiation environments. Sandia has collabo- 

rated with the United Kingdom since the 1960s and 

is currently pursuing collaborative projects with 

Russia and France. 



Technology transfer 

When Roses Southwest Papers, a New Mexico corn- firm find a commercially available sensor that solved 

pany that supplies paper bags to McDonald's the problem and opened doors to even larger con- 

restaurants in 13 states, needed help with a gluing tracts. When a California startup company needed 

problem, Sandia National Laboratories helped the assistance with an interactive "talking book" to teach 

nhonics and reading. 

mins subsidiary. 
Reflective mirrors collect and focus sunlight on a single point, Through efforts such as these, Sands is helping 
yielding intense heat that can be used to run a Stirling engine to 
produce electricity. This solar concentrator i s  part of a project businesses large and small to prosper and grow, from 
between Sandia and Science Applications International Corp. 

collaborating with Disney in ignition of pyrotechnics 



to helping a small manufacturer test environmentally 

friendly wood coatings. 

To date, Sandia has participated in hundreds 

of joint projects with U.S. industry. All of these col- 

laborations have a dual objective: to promote 

American competitiveness in the world marketplace 

while also benefiting the Energy Department. Pro- 

grams range from on.-site technical assistance to 

full-fledged cooperative research and development 

agreements. Sandia has signed more than 200 

CRADAs with U.S. companies, representing more Roberto Espat, quality assurance manager for Roses South- 
west Papers, inspects a stack of freshly glued carryout bags. 

than $615 million in shared research and develop- Sandia helped the company improve its gluing process. 

ment efforts. Sandia participates in industrial con- 

sortia of companies with similar markets, such as Technology Ventures Corporation, a nonprofit 

automobile manufacturers, petroleum producers, 

or textile manufacturers. Other programs include 

technical referrals to Sandia researchers, use of Sandia 

facilities, licensing to rnove Sandia technologies into 

new products, business training and workshops, and 

joint proposals to apply for federal funds through 

other programs, such as the Advanced Technology 

Program managed by the Department of Commerce. 

Special assistance is available to small busi- 

nesses. For example, sinall businesses are eligible for 

up to $5,000 worth of free technical assistance. A 

simplified form makes it easier for small companies 

without large legal staffs to participate in partnership 

agreements with Sandja; the company and Sandia 

each provide half the cost of the venture in staff time 

and in-kind services -. Sandia's portion is supported 

by money set aside by the Department of Energy 

subsidiary of Martin Marietta Corporation, is dedi- 

cated to working with the private sector to create 

spinoff enterprises using laboratory technologies, and 

also provides consulting on how to find funding for 

technology transfer projects. Another intermediary 

is the New Mexico Industry Network Corp., known 

as New Mexico INC. 

Women and minorities, who own 38 percent 

of the small businesses in America, are eligible for 

special assistance, such as quick access to Sandia's 

technical know-how. In some instances, they are 

eligible for sole-source and set-aside opportunities 

through the federal government. 

Improving the competitiveness of all businesses 

is an essential part of strengthening the economy and 

security of the United States, and it is a key part of 

technology transfer at Sandia. 



Education outreach 

Sandia has always been committed to improving 
A Sandia-saonsari?d rrl.otovnltaics exhibit at the New Mexico 

science education, an important effort that is also State Fairqroi~~lds giver children and their parents a chance to 
learn about solar cr.aet gy. 

backed nationwide by the Department of Energy. 

A primary focus of education 

outreach is support for classroom 

teachers at all levels. During the 

summer, teachers work with Sandia 

researchers in both California and 

New Mexico to get hands-on experi- 

ence in science and engineering pro- 

jects. A month-long teacher training 

program in California is devoted 

solely to environmental research. 

Volunteer programs match 

Sandians who have special skills 

with schools in need of those skills, 

whether it's tutoring students in 

English or math, providing Spanish 

translation for bilingual students, or 

working on computer systems and 

teaching staff members to use them. 

A popular volunteer effort 

among Sandia's technical staff in 

New Mexico places employees in 

public elementary and middle 

schools and in Bureau of Indian 





nity i 

Being a good 

corporate citizen 

is more than just 

running a well- 

managed busi- 

ness. It's being a 

good neighbor 

as well. Sandia's 

employees have 
Volunteer Pat Long paints himself out 
of a corner as he helps spiff up a home long maintained 
that provides services for people 
with disabilities and their families. a tradition of vol- 

unteer service. 

From coaching developmentally handicapped 

children in preparation for the Special Olympics to 

swinging hammers and pounding nails on new 

homes for low-income families, Sandians have gener- 

ously offered their time and energy to the betterment 

of their communities. This year alone, 700 Sandia 

employees, contractors, retirees and their families 

have joined Sandia's Volunteers in Action program 

in New Mexico and the Tri-Valley Volunteerism 

Council in California. More than 350 have already 

been placed in community service roles. In 1993, 

Sandians contributed 7,679 hours to volunteer work 

- not counting volunteer services provided outside 

their normal work hours. Last September, 100 New 

nvolvement 

Mexico employees participated in the United Way's 

Day of Caring; they helped schoolchildren mix mud 

for adobe bricks, mowed lawns for elderly residents, 

and offered their services wherever they were needed. 

In California, Sandia volunteers joined with other 

corporate employees from throughout the Bay Area 

to repair and clean the Buenas Vidas youth ranch, 

paint and repair the Family Crisis Center for home- 

less women and children, and help handicapped 

children at the Kaleidoscope Center participate in 

the Special Olympics. 

In addition to donating their time, Sandians 

contribute generously to local charities. In New 

Mexico, Sandians pledged nearly $1.5 million to the 

1994 United Mray campaign. Martin Marietta Cor- 

poration, the company that manages Sandia for the 

Energy Department, kicked in another $50,000. In 

California, employees donated $159,000 to Bay Area 

charities. Contributions such as these help support 

many community needs, such as homes for abused 

and neglected children, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, 

schools for children with abusive family backgrounds, 

and adult day care. 

Sandians also participate in business and 

nonpartisan political organizations such as the local 

chambers of commerce and statewide economic 



development groups. In New Mexico, Sandia's do for you, but what you can do for your country:' 

executive vice president is a member of the board of John F. Kennedy once said. 'The result is a stronger 

directors of the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of community, and in turn, a stronger nation. 

Commerce. Other Sandians serve on 

the Albuquerque Hispano and the Liv- lsidro Molinis (left) helps a young participant at a Special Olympics gathering. 

ermore chambers of commerce and 



plnanclal ove 

During fiscal year 1994, Sandia National Laboratories 

continued to focus on its core mission of national 

defense while broadening work in energy, environ- 

ment, and economic competitiveness. The Laborato- 

ries' total budget for the year was nearly $1.42 billion. 

more than $1.1 

billion into the 

local economies 

in New Mexico 

salaries, commercial 

purchases, pensions, and taxes. 

In New Mexico, the Labs employed 7,485 full- 

time employees, representing $400 million in salaries. 

In California, Sandia paid $55 million in salaries to 

1,007 full-time employees. 

Commercial purchases totaled $1 15 million in 

California and $470 million in New Mexico. Nation- 

wide, Sandia spent $880 million for commercial 

goods and services. 

Sandia is 

proud of its 

sponsorship of' 

small, small disad-- 

vantaged, and 

women-owned businesses. Nearly half of all pur- 

chases - $435 million -went to small businesses. 

Small disadvantaged businesses earned nearly $90 

million. Women-owned businesses sold $65 million 

in goods and services to Sandia. 

The state of New Mexico collected $45 million 

in gross receipts taxes from Sandia. While pension 

expenditures are not part of Sandids operating costs, 

payments to retirees were $45 million in New Mexico 

and $5 million in California. Sandids pension and 

savings plans t~alances were approximately $1.7 bil- 

lion and $700 million, respectively. 

Total operating costs for the year (not counting 

expenditures fix capital equipment and construction) 

were $1.2 billion. Defense spending represented 

about half of a11 expenditures - $752 million - 

and included $80 million for technology transfer 

initiatives. Most of the rest went to the Energy and 

Environment sector and the Work For Others 

(work for other government agencies) sector. 



Statement of financial 
responsibility 
The management of Sandia National Laboratories is 

responsible for maint,aining a suitable system of inter- 

nal controls for safeguarding the assets entrusted to it 

by the U.S. taxpayer and ensuring that reports appro- 

priately reflect the financial results of the Laboratories. 

An audit comrnittee made up of senior Sandia 

executives and representatives of Martin Marietta 

Corporation oversees financial controls at the Lab- 

oratories. An internal audit department conducts an 

extensive series of audits and reviews throughout the 

year to check for compliance with established control 

procedures. In 1994, for the first time in history, 

Sandia engaged the independent auditing firm of 

Ernst and Young to review its year-end financial 

reporting to the Department of Energy, to examine 

its design of internal controls for preventing and 

detecting misstatements in financial records, and to 

provide feedback on business practices relative to 

those of other leading organizations. For the initial 

year, the Ernst and Young examination was not a 

comprehensive review; however, the firm identified 

no material internal control weaknesses. During an 

audit of Sandia's pension and savings plans, Ernst 

and Young identified no significant exceptions. 

In fiscal year 1995, Sandia intends to conduct a 

full-scope audit of its financial system and pension 

and savings plans. 

Sandia's management is committed to identiQ- 

ing and implementing changes in business processes 

that support continuing improvement. Performance 

improvement teams organized in 1994 will drive 

changes to position Sandia as the research organiza- 

tion of choice in today's competitive environment. 

Sandia is actively pursuing opportunities for 

improvement identified by these teams. 

Paul Stanford 

Chief financial ofticer and vice president 

of business management 

- 
The following charts show the education levels of Sandia's employees: 

Sandia's science and engineering staff All on-roll employees by degree level 



FInanciaI overview 
continued 

Comparative Balance Sheet 
For fiscal years ending September 30 

Assets FY 1993 FY 1994 

Cash on hand I Accounts receivable 
Inventories 
Plant and equipment 
Other assets 

Total assets $873,936,178.06 = $9 19,079,306.42 

Liabilities 

Accounts payable and accruals 
Other liabilities 

Total liabilities $268,635,731.39 = $2 18,565,606.90 1 
DOE Equity 1 

DOE Equity, Oct. 1 $560,152,238.07 $605,300,446.67 
Equity additions (government funding) $1,393,258,181.20 $1,454,793,412.71 
Equity deductions ($1,348,109,972.6Q ($1,359,580,159.86) 
Total DOE Equity, Sept. 30 $605,300,446.67 $700,5 13,699.52 

Total liabilities and DOE equity $873,936,178.06 - - $919,079,306.42 



Comparative Statement of Operations 
For fiscal years ending September 30 

Program and description FY 1993 FY 1994 

Fossil energy $10,556,119.38 $12,823,754.11 
Nuclear energy $6,075,955.76 $4,523,173.21 
Civilian radioactive waste $15,491,879.37 $16,711,953.32 
Conservation/renewable energy $57,191,890.77 $52,150,321.08 
Defense programs $865,649,573.87 $669,290,033.66 
Human resources administration $793.25 $26,533.73 
Environment, safi2ty & health $742,783.56 $702,661.23 
Energy research $37,393,236.44 $33,282,444.32 
Environmental restoration and waste management $128,766,299.1 1 $163,751,008.69 
Regulatory and administrative $4,306,667.50 $354,712.02 
Nonproliferation and national security 0 $101,145,475.69 
Other 0 $2,080,950.23 
Work for other agencies $297,384,062.99 $407,618,495.52 
Reimbursement revenue for work for others ($297,384,062.99) ($294,941,595.41) 
Cost of operations $1,126,175,199.01 $1,169,519,921.40 
Procurement and production ($98,976,643.97) ($107,456,364.26) 
Net cost of operalions ($1,027,198,555.04) ($1,062,063,557.14) 

Comparative Statement of' Changes in Financial Position 
For fiscal years ending September 30 

Fund balance treasury and cash, 
beginning of period 

Total sources of funds $1,679,726,690.03 $1,701,933,896.08 

Total uses of funds ($1,679,685,277.80) ($1,702,115,216.25) 

Fund balance treasury and cash, 
end of period $181,686.53 $366.36 



Contacts 

National security and stockpile stewardship 

Roger Hagengruber, (505) 844-73 10 

Energy 

Dan Hartley, (505) 845-9588 

Environment 

Joan Woodard, (505) 845-99 17 

Electronics 

Paul Peercy, (505) 845-8927 

Manufacturing 

Bill Alzheimer, (505) 844-8035 

Advanced information technologies 

Ruth David, (505) 845-9383 

Jim Yoder, (505) 845-9045 

Pulsed power 

Don Cook, (505) 845-7446 

Education outreach 

New Mexico: Anthony Thornton, (505) 844-4929 

California: Karen Scott, (510) 294-3760 

Community involvement 

New Mexico: Gerald Langheim, (505) 845-7759 

California: Barry Schrader, (5 10) 294-2447 

Financial overview 

Paul Stanford, (505) 844-8023 

Procurement 

Donna Martin, (505) 844-800 I 

Sandia also has an information page on the World 

Wide Web. 

Address: http://www.sandia.gov 

Technology transfer 

New Mexico: Warren Siemens, (505) 271 -78 13 

California: Mike Dyer, (510) 294-2678 



The historic mllision of Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in l u h  1994 spewed cometary debris thousands of miles into space. 
A computer code developed at Sandia National Labonttories accurately simulated the event beforehand; shown here is a 
computer repre!;entation of the ejection of debris frorn the giant pbnet's atmosphere. 
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